Retrospective Study of Traumatic Dental Injuries of Patients Treated at a Dental Trauma Clinic in Santiago, Chile

ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to carry out a retrospective study of cases seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago. A retrospective study was carried out analysing the records of patients seen at the Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile from January 2012 to March 2017. The inclusion criteria was that patient complaint was due to dental trauma. Data were tabulated indicating age and sex of the patient, cause, day, and tooth involved and the initial diagnosis of the dental trauma. Chi-square, Shapiro Wilk normality test and Mann-Whitney test were used for frequency analyses. A total of 117 dental records were analysed, 90 of these met the inclusion criteria. The age range of the sample was 5 to 60 years, and the average age was 14.3 years. Most injuries occurred in patients during the first and second decades of their life. Of the patients, 59.3 % were men and 40.7 % were women. The most frequent dental traumas were complicated and uncomplicated crown fractures, followed by root fractures. In the majority of the cases analysed, only one tooth was affected, and the tooth most frequently traumatized was the right upper central incisor, followed by the left upper central incisor. The most frequent dental trauma of the cases treated at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, between 2012 and 2017 were crown fractures.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of traumatic dental injuries (TDI) is high, with approximately one third of all preschool children, one fourth of schoolchildren and one third of adults affected by them (Glendor, 2008). Most TDI’s affect anterior teeth, these injuries have diverse consequences, including dietary restrictions, aesthetic changes, phonetic difficulties and quite often a psychological impact (Soriano et al., 2007; Thelen et al., 2010). Early treatment of TDI is fundamental, not only for correct diagnosis, but also to provide an adequate treatment plan, that will have an important repercussion on the prognosis of the affected teeth (Bakland & Andreasen, 2004).

In Chile, similar to other countries, the prevalence is considerable (Onetto et al., 1994; Diaz et al., 2010; Castro Brezzo & Dreyer Arroyo, 2012) and since 2007 its emergency treatment is included in the Explicit Health Guarantees (GES Program) for all the population affiliated to the public system through the National Health Fund (FONASA) and the private system through Health Care Institutions (ISAPRES) (Minsal, 2011). Nevertheless, there are large gaps related to the guarantees of financial protection and/or quality of the treatments performed (Velásquez et al., 2014).
The Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile provides dental care for patients affected by TDIs. However, it is not part of the network of GES Program providers, therefore it works as a private practice provider. The aim of the present retrospective study was to analyse data from records of patients seen at this clinic, between January 2012 and March 2017 regarding age, sex, cause and type of TDI, type and number of teeth affected, and day of the week when the dental trauma occurred.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

A retrospective study was performed, analysing the dental records of all patients seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago from January 2012 to March 2017. The dental records were examined for data acquisition, and records with incomplete information regarding diagnosis, affected teeth and cause of TDI were excluded, as well as cases not affected by dental trauma.

Data was tabulated considering age and sex of patient, cause of dental trauma, day of the week when trauma occurred, teeth involved and diagnosis. The causes of dental trauma were classified in five categories: Traffic accidents, falls, sports activities, fights and striking objects. The diagnoses were categorized according to the classification of the International Association of Dental Trauma.

Data analysis included descriptive statistics of frequency distribution. In addition, chi-square test for frequency analysis according to sex was performed and Shapiro Wilk normality tests and Mann-Whitney test for non-parametric data for associations using SPSS Statistics v.21.0 (SPSS Inc. Chicago-IL-USA). The significance level was set at 5 %.

**RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic accident</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports activities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking object</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I. Causes of dental trauma according to patient or tutor statement, registered in dental records of patients seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago from 2012-2017.**

Fig. 1. Frequency of dental trauma according to the day of the week when occurred of patients seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago from 2012-2017.

Fig. 2. Frequency of TDIs according to the type of teeth affected (the tooth most severely affected was consigned).
One hundred and seventeen dental records were analysed, only 90 were included in the study (23 had non-dental trauma cause and 4 had incomplete dental records). The age range of the patients included in the study was from 5 to 60 years old, with an average of 14.3 years.

Of the 90 patients, 54 were males (59.3 %) and 36 females (40.7 %). In most of the cases only one tooth was affected by TDI (57.8 %). According to sex, the mean number of teeth affected in females was 1.66 and males 1.57. The sex difference in the number of teeth affected was not statistically significant (p=0.98).

Table I describes the cause of the dental trauma according to statement of patients or tutor registered in the dental records. The most frequent causes were accidental falls (56.7 %), followed by striking objects (24.4 %). Out of the analysed records, only 50 had recorded the day of the week when the injury occurred. Figure 1 shows the frequency of TDI according to the day of the week when happened. Most of the cases occurred during weekdays, Thursdays (22 %), Wednesdays (20 %) and Fridays (20 %). Figure 2 shows the frequencies according to the type of teeth affected (the tooth most severely affected was consigned). In all cases the affected teeth were incisors, and the tooth most frequently affected was upper right central incisor (42.4 %), followed by upper left central incisor (31.4 %).

Frequency of dental trauma diagnoses of patients seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago from 2012-2017 are shown in Fig. 3. The most prevalent diagnoses were complicated (28.9 %) and not complicated coronal fractures (25.6 %), followed by root fractures (13.3 %), and the ages of patients are displayed in Fig. 4.

DISCUSSION

The present is a retrospective study that aimed to analyse the dental records of patients seen at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, Santiago from 2012-2017.
versidad de Chile, Santiago. The World Health Organization (WHO) advocates conducting national epidemiological studies to monitor oral health status in specific age-groups (World Health Organization, 2013), however to overcome financial, logistical and additional difficulties in other types of studies, retrospective studies are frequently preferred. Therefore, similar to the present study there are several retrospective reports in dental trauma, which main disadvantage is that they are limited to specific subpopulations (Bastone et al., 2000).

The Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic is based at the Faculty of Dentistry of the Universidad de Chile located, in the Independencia commune of the Metropolitan Region in Chile. According to data from CASEN Survey (National Socioeconomic Characterization Survey) 2011 in this commune 90 % of the population is affiliated to FONASA, and 5.8 % to ISAPRES. Although, urgent care is included in the GES program, the lack of knowledge of this coverage and the scarce availability of Dental Care Emergency Centres open 24/7 (Velázquez et al.) are the likely reasons for patients to seek care in other centres, such as the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Faculty of Dentistry, Universidad de Chile, which are not part of the GES Program providers. In addition, large gaps related to the financial guarantees and/or quality of treatments performed in the GES Program care centres have been reported (Velázquez et al.). The Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Universidad de Chile not only provides dental care for emergency TDIs, but also long term, and follow-up treatment.

The most prevalent type of dental trauma found in this study was crown fracture (including enamel-dentin fracture with and without pulp exposure). Crown fractures are the most prevalent type of TDI in permanent dentition (Diangelis et al., 2012), however the exact prevalence varies with the location and age range studied (Ravishankar et al., 2010; Tapia et al., 2003; Tovo et al., 2004). In this study, 28.9 % were complicated enamel/dentin fracture, 25.6 % were non-complicated enamel/dentin fractures. Conversely, most of the studies described a majority of non-complicated enamel/dentin fracture (Al-Majed et al., 2001; Bastone et al.). This difference could be explained because the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic does not work as GES Program provider, and the actual prevalence of the types of TDIs that attend this centre might vary considerable, compared to the entire population prevalence. Similarly, variation in the number of patients that need attention due to TDIs has also changed in public hospitals, after the GES program was installed (Velásquez et al.).

In this study, most of the patients treated at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic were in the first and second decade of age. These results are in agreement with several other reports studying different populations (Bastone et al.; Castro Brezzo & Dreyer Arroyo; Diaz et al.). In 2000, a review carried out by Bastone et al. reports a peak between 9-15 years when the frequency of TDIs increases. Similarly, it is recognized that there is tendency of TDIs to occur when the body is growing and developing, therefore mainly during childhood and adolescence (Glendor).

Regarding sex, in this study 59.3 % of the attended cases were males and 40.7 % were females. Other studies have found a significant difference between the prevalence of TDIs according to sex, (Bastone et al.; Caldas & Burgos, 2001; Castro Brezzo & Dreyer Arroyo; Diaz et al.) stating even that males experience TDIs at least twice as often as females (Glendor). However, a question has been raised whether this tendency will be maintained or not (Glendor). A decrease in sex difference has been reported and attributed to current behavioural changes, with females showing greater interest and involvement in high-risk activities and sports (Glendor; Rocha & Cardoso, 2001; Traebert et al., 2003).

The most frequently affected teeth in the present study were incisors, with upper central incisor being the most prevalent one. Upper incisors tend to be at greater risk, because its position is normally more protruded than lower incisors. In most of the cases, a single tooth was affected, and the number of teeth affected was not related to sex. A review in the subject concluded that TDIs usually affect a single tooth, however there are specific types of trauma (sports, violence and traffic accident) that affect multiple teeth (Glendor). The aetiology of the cases considered in the current study was mainly due to falls and striking objects. The Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic, Universidad de Chile, is not part of the public health system and it is not based at a hospital, therefore more severe traumas that affect not only the oral cavity tissues are probably seen at other facilities.

There are few studies aiming to assess the day of the week when TDIs are more prevalent. The present study showed higher occurrence during weekdays, with more than 60% occurrence from Thursday to Friday. In contrast, a study of a Public Hospital in the
Metropolitan Region did not show a tendency for a certain day (Mella et al., 2014).

Traumatic injuries are common at young ages, therefore the treatment including follow up might last several years. In addition, the majority of TDI s involve anterior teeth, therefore, they are commonly associated to aesthetic, phonetic, and psychological consequences. Further investigations are needed, with representative populations using standardized trauma classifications to understand the complexities of dental trauma epidemiology and help to determine adequate strategies to prevent and provide good treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

The most frequent dental trauma of the cases treated at the Child and Adult Dental Traumatology Clinic between 2012 and 2017 were crown fractures, in patients who are in the first and second decade of life.
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